Safe technology for a clean environment

Innovative stainless steel products for
- Drinking water delivery, treatment, storage and distribution
- Wastewater treatment
- Manholes
- Biogas plants
- Stormwater overflow tanks
Manhole covers

The complete equipment – Manhole covers for any requirement!

➤ Rectangular
➤ Round
➤ Weather-proof
➤ Attack-proof (certified)
➤ Flood-proof
➤ Backup-proof
➤ Pedestrian bearing
➤ Load-bearing up to 40 to

Fall protection:
➤ Antifall guard
➤ Railing for manhole opening

Universally retrofittable!

Climbing systems

Security tested to DIN EN 14396 with design certification and CE label

➤ Access ladders
➤ Climbing devices
➤ Climbing systems with fall protection
➤ Entrance aids in accordance with DIN 19572

Quick delivery from stock!
Technical doors

Always the right access!
Unauthorized access to free water surfaces in drinking water reservoirs, technically important stages in the wastewater treatment process, or other structures with increased security requirements must be prevented or eliminated.

- Attack-proof doors in accordance with DIN EN 1627, resistance class RC3 and RC4
- Double skinned doors, double or single doors
- Chlorine room doors
- Manholes
- Inspection holes
- Louvres
- Stainless steel windows

Such equipment increases the resistance time of structures and hinders unauthorized persons or casual offenders.

Pressure doors

Pressure-tight up to a water gauge of 30 m.
Due to their easy installation and a number of crucial benefits pressure doors are applied in

- Drinking water reservoirs
- Stormwater overflow tanks
- Locks
- Pump stations
- Pressurized drinking water treatment plants
- Flood protection

Pressure doors can easily be retrofitted to existing plants!

System solution: hygiene in drinking water storage tanks

Drinking water protection against germination and impairment

- Equipment components completely made of stainless steel and acid treated in a pickling bath
- Air filter plants for aeration of the drinking water storage tank
- Optimum flow in the drinking water storage tank
- Compliance with the relevant standards for planning reliability
- Keeping the regulations of safety at work, avoiding accidents
Production specifically meeting the requirements of the material

For decades HUBER has specialised in stainless steel manufacture. Having already considered the features of stainless steel during construction, careful processing and expert installation result in a perfect final product. There are many different types of stainless steel and we understand this better than anyone.

HUBER stainless steel products are carefully manufactured – a guarantee for long life and optimum function. This means highest operational reliability. And who wants to take into account the costs for later refurbishment already in the planning stage?

Quick, reliable delivery

Designers can base their planning on a wide range of standard products. Many items are manufactured in batches and stored at the HUBER factory. This results in a short delivery time to customers and competitive price. The customer can be sure of top quality service from a first rate company.

We also provide our experience and our know-how with special design for individual customer requirements.